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Enduristan cannot be found on any map, but when 
the daily grind is left behind and the adventure 
begins, that is when you realize you are there. When 
we travel through Enduristan the horizon is clear, the 
colors are bright, life feels good and we are free.

We, at Enduristan, engineer and manufacture first 
class motorcycle luggage.  For us, off-road traveling 
has been a fixed part of our lives for years and all our 
developments are based on this rich pool of 
experience.

No matter if you are crossing the Sahara, riding in 
Siberia or rushing down Gunbarrel Highway in the 
remote Australian outback, Enduristan luggage is 
your ideal companion.  Innovative details and top 
quality designs ensure our products are always ready 
for your adventure.   

Safe Travels
David, Christoph and Isabel
Founders of Enduristan, Switzerland
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ADVENTURE
INSPIRED



In Enduristan life is sometimes hard: the bush 
extends onto the track, the creeks are precariously 
deep and not every slip-up can be avoided. This is 
all good though if your luggage can endure these 
adventures just as the Enduristan Saddlebags 
can do! 

After a day riding in apocalyptic downpours you 
will be sure to enjoy discovering some dry clothes 
nestled within your Blizzard Saddle Bags or 
Monsoon 3 Panniers.
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RIDING YOUR
DREAMS

SADDLE BAGS



FAMILYH2O PROOF1000D-3L

Blizzard Saddle Bags
Volume: (S) 12 Liters, (M) 17 Liters,
   (L) 24 Liters
Dimensions (S): approx.
36 x 24 x 9cm (per bag)
Dimensions (M): approx.
30 x 24 x 12.5cm (per bag)
Dimensions (L): approx.
30 x 24 x 18cm (per bag)
Weight: approx. 1.5kg (complete set)

TECHNICAL
DETAILS
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if you are on a leisure trip with your 
touring bike, right? That’s why we 
choose a modular approach for the 
Blizzard Saddle Bags.

On the underside of your Blizzard 
Saddle Bags, the two compression 
straps can easily be converted into an 

Saving weight taken seriously
Let’s face it: It’s no use to buy an 
expensive new carbon muffler just 
because it is a few kilos lighter than 
the original one and then attach 

NO RACKS 
REQUIRED

Made for the beaten tracks
The Blizzard Saddle Bags feature an 
innovative shape, which does not 
restrict your movement whilst riding 
off road. If you lean to the rear during 
steep descents, the bags will not 
interfere with your calves. The bags 
will not get entangled in the scrub, 
since there are no unnecessary straps 
on the outside of the bags. Last 
but not least, they are made of our 
extremely durable 3-layer fabric, all 
straps are double stitched and the 
front straps’ buckles are good for up 
to 225kg.

TOUGH RIDES 
TOUGH LUGGAGE
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MODULAR
LUGGAGE SYSTEM

Adapt it to your needs
You do not carry the same stuff if you 
are out for a tough weekend in the 
mountains with your hard enduro or 

interface to attach a Bottle Holster or 
a Fender Bag (size M or L only). Like 
this you can add 2 x 1.5 Liters of 
additional volume, 2 x 1 Liters of fuel 
or a combination of both.

On top of the Blizzard Saddle Bags, 
there are placements to attach two 
more Bottle Holsters to increase the 
range of your hard enduro.

The rear of your bike remains free to 
attach a Tornado 2 Pack Sack. If you 
are planning on going out into the 
wild, you can chose a Rally Pack or 
any XS Base Pack, in order not to limit 
your freedom of movement.

- Does not require rack
- Fits any enduro or adventure bike
- Red inner lining for high visibility
- 4 compression straps per bag
- 2 rows of cargo loops to attach
  additional gear
- 4 interfaces to attach Bottle Holsters
- 2 interfaces to attach Fender Bags
  (size M and L only)
- Ergonomic soft grip handles

BLIZZARD 
FEATURES

heavy steel pannier frames and 
jeopardize the weight gain completely. 
The Blizzard Saddle Bags do not 
require any racks. Just make sure 
you load the heavier items on the 
non-exhaust side (where there is only 
one exhaust) and use an Inferno Heat 
Shield if required.

BLIZZARDSADDLE BAGS



Enduristan Monsoon 3 overlap system.Enduristan Monsoon 3 secure fitting.

Enduristan 4 Layer Protection: 
Wear Protection: The outermost 
layer of the 3-layer fabric is made up 
of heavy duty polymer which acts as 
superior wear protection.  With an 
all-welded design it makes the 
Monsoon 3 even tougher. 
Tear protection: The middle layer 
consists of 1000D Nylon mesh which is 
densely woven yet flexible to allow the 
1000D Nylon filaments to align in the 
direction of the stress. 
Water protection: The innermost 
layer of the 3-layer fabric is made out 
of a red polymer for perfect visibility 
and is 100% waterproof. Unlike hard 
panniers, the rolltop closure does not 
permanently bend in the case of a 
crash, keeping your items 
fully waterproofed. 
Impact Protection: At the front, 
underneath and at the rear we have 
added a high impact plastic to protect 
the contents of your bags from loose 
gravel and surprise branches.

FAMILYROKstrap FLINKH2O PROOF1000D-3L

Enduristan Monsoon 3 -
4 Layer protection system.

Enduristan Monsoon 3 attached to 
pannier rack BMW 1200 GS.

Waterproof 
With an all-welded design, waterproof 
3-layer fabric and rolltop closure the 
Monsoon 3 Saddle Bags are 100% 
water, mud, snow and dust proof.  

Even if your bags are busting the 
Enduristan roll top helps you neatly 
close them without hassle or 
fuss.  Simply overlap the two plastic 
strips over one another and roll.  

NO RIVER 
TOO DEEP

STRENGTH 
WHEN YOU NEED IT

- Red inner liner for high visibility 
- 2 fold-away separators per bag
- Holds up to 6 isolation bags
- 2 rows of cargo loops per bag
- Soft grip handles 
- 3 compression straps per bag

MONSOON 
FEATURES

Monsoon 3
Volume: 15-30 Liters adjustable (each 
bag, total 30-60 Liters)
Dimensions: (15 Liters): approx.
36 x 20 x 24cm (per bag)
Dimensions: (30 Liters): approx.
36 x 25 x 33cm (per bag)
Weight: approx: 3.0kg (complete set)

TECHNICAL
DETAILS

Secure Positioning
Monsoon 3 fits many adventure 
bikes without the addition of pannier 
frames, thus keeping the bike narrow 
and the weight close to the center.  

With elasticated ROKstraps the bags 
remain safely in place even under 
the most extreme off-road riding 
conditions.  For bikes without a rear 
fairing, a frame mount kit is separately 
available.

EXPLORING
THE WORLD

 

KTM 990 Adventure with the 
Enduristan Monsoon 3 Saddle Bags

connected without pannier rack.
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MONSOON3PANNIERS



Fuel & Water
When traveling, we all need to carry 
water and on some occasions also 
extra fuel. The Enduristan Bottle 
Holster attaches to many different 
Enduristan bags and allows to carry 
fuel bottles as well as any other bottle.

KEEPING
TOPPED UP

- Secure pull-down strap for any type     
  of bottle
- Also secures bottles without ring  
  type cap
- Reflective print for better visibility
- 2 drain holes in the floor
- Can be attached to Blizzard Saddle          
  Bags (4 different positions), Monsoon    
  Panniers or Tornado Pack Sacks

BOTTLE HOLSTER
FEATURES

Heat Protection
The Inferno Heat Shield keeps your 
saddle bags and side panels away 
from the infernal temperatures of your 
muffler.  One or more properly 
installed Inferno heat shields can 
reliably avoid any meltdown.

KEEPING 
COOL

Inferno Heat Shield
Length: 160mm
Width: 75mm
Weight: 120g
Distance to exhaust: 22mm
Fits exhaust diameters up to 140mm

TECHNICAL
DETAILS

- Anodized, high grade aluminum
  heat shield 
- Stainless steel hose clamp

SHIELDADJUST

140mm

5.5“

INFERNO
FEATURES

Bottle Holster
Dimensions: approx 20 x 9cm
Max bottle diameter: 9cm
Max bottle length: 32cm

TECHNICAL
DETAILS

1000D-3
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ACCESSORIESINFERNO HEAT SHIELD ACCESSORIESBOTTLE HOLSTER



Diverse
The Enduristan Pannier Toppers fit 
most brands of aluminum panniers, 
such as Touratech, SW Motech or 
GlobeScout. The distance between the 
tie-down straps is 24.5cm 
(center-to-center).

COMPATIBLE 
TO MOST PANNIERS

Protecting Your Gear
Like all Enduristan gear, the Pannier 
Toppers are completely welded. The 
zipper is covered on the inside just like 
the design of the Sandstorm Tankbags. 
Thus you enjoy 100% waterproof 
pannier toppers without fiddling 
around with rain covers or additional 
dry bags.

WATERPROOF
YET FAST TO OPEN

STORAGE
AT ITS BEST

PANNIER TOPPERS
FEATURES
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- Red inner liner for high visibility
- Outside heavy duty mesh pocket 
   with Velcro lock
- Elastic netting storage
- Cargo loops to attach additional gear
- 4 hook straps for secure attachment
  to aluminum pannier
- Large reflecting logo on front and
  backside for maximum visibility
- Heavy duty zipper
- Large zipper pocket under cover
- 2 Mesh pockets under cover with
  Velcro lock
- 20 elastic holding loops for small items
- 2 D-rings on the outside to connect 
  a shoulder strap (separately available)
- Softgrip handle

Small (12 Liters)
Dimensions: 40 x 20 x 15cm
Large (15 Liters)
Dimensions: 40 x 26 x 15cm

TECHNICAL
DETAILS

PANNIER TOPPERS PANNIER TOPPERS

1000D-3L H2O PROOF YKK

A Place For Everything
We hate searching our bags for lost 
items. This is why the
Pannier Toppers have 
three inside pockets and 
numerous elastic 
holding loops to use 
for smaller items, which 
otherwise can easily 
get lost. The organizer 
is flat, so it’s not in your 
way if unused.



When traveling we always desired a well thought 
out enduro tankbag which was rock-solid seated 
yet easy to remove. Apart from that, it should be 
made of the most robust zippers and top 
quality materials. Sadly, we could not find one. 

That is why we founded Enduristan back in 2008 
to make one ourselves. In the course of doing this 
we invented the Expandable Volume Technology 
to give you the freedom to adjust your tankbag 
to any desirable volume without restrictions. 
Today we are proud to offer you the Sandstorm 3 
line which marks the latest development step of 
our legendary Sandstorm Tankbags.

DOING IT 

RIGHT
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TANK BAGS



Waterproof 
With Waterproof 3-layer fabric, 
a zipper covered on the rear and an all 
welded design the Sandstorm’s main 
compartment remains 100% 
waterproof. You do not require any 
rain cover and there is no inner bag 
you additionally need to open. The 
side pockets are also protected by 
water repellent zippers.

KEEPING
YOUR GEAR DRY

Firm Positioning
Elastic ROKstraps ensure your 
Sandstorm Tankbag stays firmly in 
place even under the most extreme 
off-road riding. Quick release buckles 
allow easy refuelling and fastening.

HOLD ON 
TIGHT

Expandable Volume Technology
Thanks to our patented Expandable 
Volume Technology, the tankbag’s 
volume is fully adjustable to any 
required size.

EXPANDING 
YOUR HORIZONS
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Most Sandstorm tankbags allow to 
continuously adjust their volume

The Sandstorm tankbags are 100% waterproof

ROKstraps ensure a firm fit on rough terrain

4SANDSTORM 
EXTREME

Volume: 3.5 Liters
Dimensions: 20 x 15 x 10.5cm
Weight: approx. 0.7kg

TECHNICAL 
DETAILS

- Soft, unreinforced design, 
  no “nutter-effect”
- Low profile to keep out of the way 
- Waterproof map pocket (20 x 15 cm)
- Red inner liner for high visibility
- Waterproof cable ducts to main 
  compartment and map pocket

SANDSTORM 4X 
FEATURES

TANK BAGS

FAMILYROKstrapH2O PROOF1000D-3L YKK

EXTREMELY
ESSENTIAL

Protection
If you go on extreme trips, this is the 
tankbag for you. While the Sandstorm 
4X protects your most essential items 
from water and dust, it keeps a low 
profile and doesn’t get in your way 
under even the most extreme 
offroad riding.

- 1 zipper pocket under cover
- 1 mesh pocket under cover
- 8 elastic holding loops for storing 
  smaller items
- 2 D-rings on the outside to connect  
  a shoulder strap (separately available)
- Heavy duty zipper



Flexible
Many people riding hard on tough 
tracks don’t like tank bags for a good 
reason: They are often too large and 
get in the way. Thus Sandstorm 4H is 
designed without stiff reinforcement, 
is flexible and has an optimized shape 
without “nutter-effect”.

FAMILYROKstrap

FLINK

H2O PROOF1000D-3L YKK FAMILYROKstrap

FLINK

H2O PROOF1000D-3L YKK

Volume: 7-12 Liters fully adjustable 
Dimensions: approx. 30x20x16/24cm
Weight: approx. 1.2kg

TECHNICAL 
DETAILS

Narrow
You asked, we listened: Being the 
smallest member of the Enduristan 
Sandstorm 3 family, the 3S is made for 
the narrow tanks of hard enduros and 
for taking the few items you need on 
a day trip with your adventure bike.

ADVENTURE
TRIPPING
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Volume: 7 Liters
Dimensions: approx. 27 x 20 x 16cm
Weight: approx. 0.9kg

TECHNICAL 
DETAILS

TOUGH
YET SOFT

- Soft, unreinforced design, no 
  “nutter-effect”
- Large waterproof map pocket 
   (27.5 x 19cm)
- Red inner lining for high visibility
- Waterproof cable ducts to main 

SANDSTORM 4H 
FEATURES

- Large waterproof map pocket 
  (28 x 19 cm)
- 1 fold-away separators in the main  
  compartment: Fold it in to divide  
  your bag, fold it away to have one  
  large compartment
- Red inner lining for high visibility

SANDSTORM 3S 
FEATURES

  compartment and map pocket
- 1 fold-away separators in the main  
  compartment: Fold it in to divide  
  your bag.
- Fold-away separator can be placed
  at any required position along the
  length of the tankbag
- 1 zipper pocket on the separator
- 1 zipper pocket in the main 
   compartment
- Various holding loops in the main
   compartment
- Removable document pouch under
  the cover with pen holder, mesh
  pocket and key ring

4SANDSTORM 
HARD ENDURO 3SANDSTORM 

SPORT

- Removable document pouch under
  the cover with pen holder



FAMILYROKstrapH2O PROOF1000D-3L YKK

Volume: 13-20 Liters fully adjustable
Dimensions: approx. 38x25x25cm
Weight: approx. 2.3kg

TECHNICAL 
DETAILS

- Large waterproof map pocket 
   (32 x 27 cm)
- Red inner lining for high visibility
- 1 fold-away separators in the main
   compartment: Fold it in to divide  
   your bag, fold it away to have one  
   large compartment

SANDSTORM 3E 
FEATURES

The successor of the legendary 
Enduristan Sandstorm 2: 100% 
waterproof main compartment, 
redesigned and with a great deal of 
handy features to make your life in 
the bush easy.  The ideal companion 
for your ride in Enduristan. 

YOUR IDEAL
COMPANION

FAMILYROKstrap

FLINK

H2O PROOF1000D-3L YKK

Volume: 13-20 Liters fully adjustable
Dimensions: approx. 35x25x18/27cm
Weight: approx. 1.5kg

TECHNICAL 
DETAILS

- 2 large holding loops for bottles or  
  lenses in the main compartment
- 3 small holding loops in the main  
  compartment
- Removable document pouch under  
  the cover with pen holder
- 2 outside pockets with holding loops  
  and mesh pocket
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4SANDSTORM 
ADVENTURE 3SANDSTORM 

ENDURO

- 1 zipper pocket on the separator
- 1 zipper pocket in the main 
   compartment
- Various holding loops in the main    
  compartment
- Removable document pouch under    
  the cover with pen holder, mesh    
  pocket and key ring
- 1 detachable outside pocket with
   holding loops and mesh pocket
- Outside pocket feature opening to
   loop your belt through

SANDSTORM 4A 
FEATURES

- Large waterproof map pocket (35 x 24 cm)
- Red inner lining for high visibility
- Waterproof cable ducts to main
  compartment and map pocket
- 1 fold-away separators in the main
   compartment

Riders of the BMW R 1200 GS LC or 
the new KTM Adventure Models will 
love this fully waterproof and 
continuously expandable tankbag! It 
snugly fits the curved shape of large 
adventure bikes and of course comes 
with all the handy features you are 
used from Enduristan.

A MODEL
ADVENTURE



Easy Access
Through the riders of the Enduristan 
Race Team we have learned that a 
small bag directly attached to the rear 
of the bike is a crucial piece of
equipment to carry the very basic 
things needed during a rally, enduro 
race or event such as the 
Hardalpitour. So here we present the 
Rally Pack, optimized for fast access 
and best overview, your best friend 
when racing against the clock.

VITAL 
EQUIPMENT

Rally Pack
Volume: 3.5 Liters
Dimensions: approx. 21 x 17 x 10cm

TECHNICAL
DETAILS

- Red inner lining for high visibility
- Outside mesh pocket
- Quick access through zipper
- Fully waterproof
- Large inside zipper pocket

RALLY PACK 
FEATURES

- Additional inside mesh pocket
- 8 elastic holding loops to keep your  
  most important items handy
- Firm and waterproof fixation to the  
  rear of your bike

YKK1000D-3L H2O PROOF

TAIL PACK RALLY PACK

Diverse
When we introduced the Rally Pack 
for small dirt bikes we were soon 
approached by riders of larger 
adventure bikes who asked us for a 
larger version. The new Tail Pack fits 
the tail of almost any adventure or dirt 
bike, be it directly on the tail or on a 
luggage rack.

FITS 
ANY TAIL

Rally Pack
Volume: 8 Liters
Dimensions: approx. 24 x 22 x 15cm 

TECHNICAL
DETAILS

- Red inner liner for high visibility
- Outside heavy duty mesh pocket 
  with Velcro lock
- Elastic netting storage
- Cargo loops to attach additional
  gear

RALLY PACK 
FEATURES
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1000D-3L H2O PROOF YKK

- Quick access via zipper
- Fully waterproof
- 4 hook straps for secure attachment   
  to aluminum pannier
- Large reflecting logo on backside for 
  maximum visibility
- Heavy duty zipper
- 1 zipper pocket under cover
- Mesh pockets under cover with 
  Velcro lock
- 22 elastic holding loops for small 
  items
- 2 D-rings on the outside to connect 
  a shoulder strap (separately available)
- Softgrip handle



We always travel as light as possible. Depending 
on the character of your trip, you will need 
different gear, different clothing and different 
amounts of food, water and fuel. That’s why we 
want to offer you a wide variety of choices to set 
up your luggage exactly to your needs.

Choose the Tornado 2 Pack Sack of the right size 
and add some XS Base Packs or a Fender Bag 
whenever needed.
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TORNADO
PACK SACKS

READY FOR ANY 
ADVENTURE



Quality Tie-Downs
With fixed cargo loops dedicated for 
your ROKstraps the Tornado 2 Pack 
Sacks have a high quality and secure 
tie-down system.

Simple and Quick
Large opening for superb and 
simple access.

EASY
ACCESS

SAFE
AND SECURE

Water Proof
With a waterproof 3-layer fabric, 
rolltop closure and an all welded 
construction the Tornado 2 packsack 
is 100% water, mud, snow and 
dust proof.

RIDING
ALL ELEMENTS
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- Inside zipper pocket
- 3 inside mesh pockets
- Red inner liner for high visibility
- 2 rows of cargo loops to attach
  additional gear
- Soft grip handles 
- Card holder 
- 4 compression straps   

Enduristan Tornado 2 Soft Grip Handle.  

TORNADO
FEATURES

Enduristan Tornado 2 high visibility interior.

Tornado 2 - Small (20 Liters)
Dimensions: 45 x 24cm
Tornado 2 - Medium (32 Liters)
Dimensions: 53 x 27cm
Tornado 2 - Large (51 Liters)
Dimensions: 61 x 32cm
Tornado 2 - XLarge (82 Liters)
Dimensions: 67 x 38cm

FAMILY1000D-3L H2O PROOF

TECHNICAL
DETAILS

TORNADO
PACK SACKS
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ROKstraps
ROKstraps are the strongest tie-down 
stretch straps available today.  The 
core is 100% natural rubber for 
optimum elasticity and tear resistance 
beyond 100kg.  

It is protected by polyester braiding 
for superior UV and wear resistance. 
Their unique and adaptable design 
works in perfect harmony with 
Enduristan products thus enhancing 
your travel experience. 

SECURE
YOUR BELONGINGS

Optimized for Adventure Bikes: 
The Enduristan ROKstraps have been 
optimized for use on adventure 
bikes - thanks to the new design they 
even fit neatly onto  luggage racks 
with thin slots.  

FOCUSED
ON ADVENTURE

FAMILYROKstrapADJUST

400-1500mm

18-58“

ROKstraps
- Adjustment range: 400-1400mm 
- Strap width: 25mm
- Contains 2 pieces

TECHNICAL
DETAILS

ROK STRAPS



More Space
Extend the volume of your Monsoon
Saddle Bags, Tornados, Typhoons or 
aluminum panniers by adding one or 
more XS Base Packs.

READY
TO RIDE

Enduring the Elements
The all-welded design, waterproof 
3-layer fabric and rolltop closure 
ensures that the XS Base Pack is 
100% water, mud, snow and 
dust proof.

WEATHER
PROOF

Reducing your Weight
Simply attach the XS Base Pack 
directly to the rear of your bike or 
alternatively your luggage rack and 
travel light.

RIDE HARD
TRAVEL LIGHT
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- Red inner liner for high visibility
- Outside heavy duty mesh pocket
  with Velcro lock
- Elasticated netting storage 
- Cargo loops to attach additional
  gear
- 2 compression straps
- 2 tie-down straps for safe
  attachment 
- Stainless steel hardware for 
  mounting on to the rear of your bike

KTM 990 Adventure with the Enduristan XS 6.5
connected to the Enduristan Tornado 2 XL.

XS BASE PACKS
FEATURES

FAMILYH2O PROOF1000D-3L

XS 6.5
Volume: 6.5 Liters 
Length: 32cm 
Width: 17cm 
Height: 12cm

TECHNICAL
DETAILS

XS 12
Volume: 12 Liters 
Length: 34cm 
Width: 22cm 
Height: 16cm

XSBASE PACKS



One Fits All
Perfect for all your gear, the 
Enduristan Shoulder Strap fits Blizzard 
Saddle Bags, Monsoon 3 Panniers, 
Sandstorm 3 and 4 Tankbags, XS Base 
Packs and any Tornado Pack Sack.

Premium Ergonomics
Carrying heavy loads has never been 
so comfortable with the breathable 
3-layer pad, pressure distribution over 
a large area and a unique 
angled design.

Heavy Duty Hooks
The Shoulder Straps sturdy high-tech 
polymer body and stainless steel locks 
boasts a 360° swivel mechanism 
helping you to move freely and 
with ease.

DESIGNED
FOR YOUR COMFORT

Shoulder Strap
- Adjustable between 104cm & 148cm
- Pad Length x Width: 24 x 8cm
- Total Pad Area: 190cm
- Weight: 180g

- Fully adjustable on both ends
- For use on both the left and right
  hand side
- Angled pad for comfort

SHOULDER STRAP
FEATURES

TECHNICAL
DETAILS
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Staying Light
Attaching luggage to light sport 
enduros is always a challenge. For 
lighter items such as spare tubes, rain 
gear or energy bars, the fender bag 
is an ideal solution. The hooks allows 
you to pull the strap firmly for secure 
connection to the fender.

SECURE 
CONNECTION

Fender Bag
Volume: 1.6 Liters
Dimension: approx. 26 x 12 x 5cm

TECHNICAL
DETAILS

- Red inner lining for high visibility
- Outside mesh pocket
- 2 outside plastic loops to attach
  additional gear
- 4 hook straps for secure attachment
  to fender 
- Can also be attached to Blizzard
  Saddle Bags size M or L, Monsoon
  Panniers or Tornado Pack Sacks

FENDER BAG 
FEATURES

The Fender Bag can be attached to the 
underside of the Blizzard Saddle Bags 

(size M or L)     

FAMILY1000D-3L H2O PROOF

ACCESSORIESSHOULDER STRAP FENDER BAG



Every adventure demands good 
preparation. With a well-assorted and 
perfectly organized tool kit you have 
best chances to handle any 
mechanical problem you may face 
during your ride into the wild.

BE PREPARED
ALWAYS

We all know the situation: As soon as 
we carefully lay down that screw on 
the ground it gets lost in the gravel. 
That is why Enduristan’s Tool Roll 
unfolds to a large and red lay down 
area to keep your dismounted parts 
organized and well in sight. One part 
of it even is magnetic to make sure 
your stuff stays where you 
want it to.

OVERVIEW
IS KEY

When you need your tools, you often 
need them quick. The Tool Roll’s red 
pull strap with the printed spanner 
stands out well from your other 
belongings.

QUICK ACCESS
MADE EASY
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- 56 elastic loops
- 2 rubber tool bit holders
- 2 large areas for dismounted parts
- Additional magnetic area
- Open inside pocket
- Zipper mesh pocket for small items
- Red inner lining for high 
  visibility
- Secure velcro closing
- Outside pull strap with spanner 
  logo for fast recognition and access
- Tools are not included

TOOL PACK
FEATURES

Tool Pack: 
Folded: 20 x 13.5cm
Unfolded: 45 x 78cm

TECHNICAL
DETAILS

1000D-3L

TOOL PACK



Keep Track Of Your Belongings
The Isolation Bags help you to keep 
your belongings organized. 

The bags reliably isolate:
- Food from leaking fuel stoves 
- Fresh clothes from dirty socks
- Engine oil from your sleeping bag 
- Anything else you wish to 
  keep separated

FAMILY420D-TPU H2O PROOF

ORGANIZE
WITH EASE

- 7.5l volume
- 100% waterproof
- Resistant against oil and petrol 

ISOLATION BAG
FEATURES

Keep track of your items
Today we travel with chargers for our 
various electronic gear such as smart 
phones, tablets, GPS, cameras etc. 
We need a place for all the memory 
cards, the different cables, special 
camera equipment and different 
batteries. Having developed the new 
Small Parts Organizer, your search is 
now over.

KEEPING 
ORGANIZED

Small Parts Organizer
Volume: 2 Liters
Dimensions: approx. 20 x 15 x 8cm

TECHNICAL
DETAILS

- Red inner lining for high visibility
- 7 inside zipper pockets
- 3 of the zipper pockets are mesh  
  pockets for instant recognition of the  
  content
- 53 elastic loops in 7 different 
  dimensions
- Handy hanger loop
- Large white labeling area on top  
  cover
- Additional labeling field next to 
  outside handle

ORGANIZER
FEATURES
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ACCESSORIESSMALL PARTS ORGANIZER ACCESSORIESISOLATION BAG



Tried and Tested
When we started Enduristan, we 
wanted the toughest buckles money 
can buy. So we reached out for the 
most esteemed manufacturers and 
asked them for their strongest buckles. 
We then purchased a few hundred 
of each suggestion and pit them 
against each other. Destructive testing 
is the only way to find the limits of a 
buckle, and we did so without mercy. 
After pulling almost 1,000 buckles to 
pieces - some at freezing -20°C, some 
at blazing 50°C - we had our winner. 
Today, the experience of thousands of 
Enduristan customers confirm that we 
made the right choice.
After using them for years on all our 
products, we have had regular 
requests to sell them separately so 
users can modify third party soft 
luggage or replace other buckles with 
our top quality type. 

Enduristan’s luggage is made of the 
toughest materials on the market 
and manufacturing quality is second 
to none. However, if you happen to 
crash, your luggage may suffer some 
damage. Our new Luggage Repair 
Kit contains all you need to fix minor 
damages in the field.

Content:
- 8 pieces of fabric
- 2 male adjustable buckles
- 1 female adjustable buckle
- 1 surface mount buckle
- 1m of 25mm strap
- High tensile repair thread
- Sewing needles 

IF YOU CRASH
REPAIR KIT

1000D-3L FAMILYH2O PROOF

FAMILY BUCKLES
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ACCESSORIESLUGGAGE REPAIR KIT

THE TOUGHEST
MONEY CAN BUY

- 4 male adjustable buckles
- 4 female adjustable buckles

FAMILY BUCKLES 
FEATURES

1000D-3L H2O PROOF YKK
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Our new 3-layer fabric is a supreme high-tech 
product.  The outer layer of extremely 
abrasion resistant polymer protects your 
belongings whilst the inner layer is made of 
high visibility red vinyl. In between a 1000D 
Nylon mesh is embedded. The mesh is densely 
woven yet flexible to allow the 1000D Nylon 
filaments to align in the direction of the stress 
for maximum tear resistance.

420D Nylon is used for the isolation bags 
where the core focus is flexibility and minimal 
weight. To make the bags waterproof, oil and 
fuel resistant, the fabric is double-side coated 
with environmentally friendly TPU.  

The products with this icon are 100% mud, 
snow, dust and water proof due to 
TPU-laminated fabrics, an all-welded 
construction and covered 
zippers / rolltop closures. 

We only use YKK’s most robust coil zippers. 
Coil zippers are simply the best solution if 
you have to deal with sand and dust. The 
Tankbag’s main zippers are an impressive size 
8, whilst the side pockets and Belt Packs are 
fitted with hefty size 5 zippers.

1000D-3L

420D-TPU

The products with this icon are 100% mud, 
snow and dust proof due to TPU-laminated 
fabrics, all-welded construction and 
water-repellent zippers.

ROKstraps are heavy duty stretch straps 
invented in Australia. The core is 100% natural 
rubber for optimum elasticity and tear 
resistance above 100kg. It is protected by a 
polyester braiding for superior UV and 
wear resistance.

YKK

H2O REPEL

ROKstrap

H2O PROOF
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We use the toughest buckles available on the 
market. How do we know? We tested them. 
We pulled hundreds of buckles to pieces 
under any condition you may experience 
during your travels: Hot, cold and soaked with 
water. We use the family buckles for all of our 
products to ensure maximum compatibility.

FAMILY

Exhaust systems can get as hot as 650°C 
(1200°F). Only a small distance between the 
muffler and luggage is enough to let the heat 
dissipate. Additionally, the forced convention 
of the airflow will further improve the 
cooling capacity. 

SHIELD

Thought-out functionality, attractive design 
and ergonomics are key to outstanding 
products. The Swiss product development 
office Flink is known for innovative solutions 
and was awarded with numerous international 
design awards - that‘s why we develop our 
products together with Flink. 

FLINK

ICON REFERENCE



ENDURISTAN GMBH

Switzerland

Email: info@enduristan.com

WWW.ENDURISTAN.COM

Facebook: www.facebook.com/enduristan

Youtube: www.youtube.com/enduristan

Webshop: www.enduristan.com/en/webshop

Photography: Fabian Durrer, Enduristan & Sam Farah, Chasing Horizons
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